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Good composition is the one which creates clear impression of unity
( Vivian and Jackson, 196l:32 ). in addition, a good composition must be unified
on two levels. First, it must have an overall unity that means each paragraph of the
composition must be related to the thesis statement as the central idea which is
stated in the introductory paragraph. Second, the individual support paragraphs
( paragraph 2,paragraph 3, and so on ) must also exhibit internal unity' It means
it"t ti," iupporting sentences of each paragraph must be related to its topic
sentence.
This study is intended to reveal how far the third semester English
Department students of Widya Mandala Catholic University can apply their
kTowledge in writing unified compositions. As they learn descriptive writing, the
writer an-alyzes the unity as encountered in their descriptive compositions. The
analysis covered the anaiysis of unity in the paragraph and unity in the whole
composition.
To carry out this study, the writer took the third semester English
Department students of Widya Mandala University as the subjects of this study.
The data were taken from their final test papers.
As stated previously, the analysis of the data covered the analysis of unity
in the paragraph and unityin the whole composition. To analyze the unity in the
paragraph, ih" *tit". identined the topic sentence of each paragSaph and evaluated
tte retationstrip between the supporting sentences and its topic sentence while to
artalyze the unity in the whole composition, the writer identified the thesis
statement of each composition and evaluated the relationship between each topic
sentence and its thesis statement.
The analysis of unity in the paragraph showed that most paragraphs under
study were aisunifea wnite the r"it *"." unified. There were two factors that
violated the unity in those paragraphs. They are the presence of more than one
topic sentenc" und th" irrelivant relationship between some supporting sentences
and the topic sentence.
tn addition, the analysis of the unity in the whole composition showed that
all compositions under rtudy *".e disunified. There were also some factors that
made ail compositions under srudy disunified. They are the absence of thesis
statement as the central idea of the iomposition, the disunity in one or some or all
paragraphs of the compositions, and finally, the irrelevant relationship between
Yl1
one or two topic sentences and the thesis statement.
Based on these findings, it can be concluded that all students under study
still found difficulties in creating unity in their compositions especially in writing
composition with one thesis statement, in making all paragraphs of the
composition unified, and developing the thesis statement in several paragraphs
which support he thesis statement i self. Conceming the result of this study, it is
suggested that the teachers hould train the students in forming thesis statement as
thJ'central idea of a composition as well as elaborate it into several topic
sentences by making un outlin. of a composition. It is also suggested that the
teachers should teep training the students to create unity in the paragraph since
one or two or all paragraphi are disunified in all students' compositions under
studv.
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